
MESSAGE TO FACILITY OPERATORS

In the very near future, Louisiana One Call will be implementing a new on-line ticketing platform called 
NextGen. NextGen will change the “look” of the tickets facility operators receive from the notification 
center.

NextGen has been designed to automate locate ticket creation to the fullest extent possible.  Central 
to all locate tickets is the text information describing the location of the dig site.  Users identify 
the area on the notification center’s base map in which they will dig. NextGen then translates the 
geographic information in the notification center’s base map into text information and fills out the 
appropriate fields in the locate ticket.

As a result, dig sites will be described in greater detail, and with greater consistency. However, the 
information transmitted on tickets will be configured differently than you are used to seeing.

NextGen provides GPS coordinates for the significant points of the mapped work area in almost every 
ticket type.  

Circles contain the center point with the corresponding radius,  

Routes contain the points along the way,



When a user selects a parcel (where parcel data is available), the location of work will be specified:

As you can see, the location description is very precise, and contains more detailed information than 
ever before transmitted to facility operators. Marking instructions begin with a reference to known 
geographic features (usually an intersection or corner of an address), then describe the work area 
with specific directions and distances. In addition, the map images created by the excavator are 
available by clicking a link that appears at the bottom of every ticket. 

NextGen provides as much information as possible to help ensure accurate communication between 
excavators and facility operators. Tickets and map illustrations should be read together to gain the 
maximum amount of detail available about an excavator’s plans.

Despite the increased amount of locate information provided by NextGen tickets, it is very important 
for field locators to be able to view the physical mapping of the ticket while marking. Otherwise 
locators may have difficulty marking the work area completely and accurately. Some tickets can still 
be hard to interpret without the aid of a visual example.

Continued on Next Page

(NOTE: NextGen allows for multiple excavation polygons in a single ticket.)
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Below is a list of links to the complete tickets used in the above illustrations:

 http://la.sandbox.occinc.com/B7EM-2BA-AS2-92Q

 http://la.sandbox.occinc.com/WA22-7A9-E2B-MSF

 http://la.sandbox.occinc.com/L7EM-2BA-AS2-928

 http://la.sandbox.occinc.com/HB2S-AME-297-2AT
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For instance, a hand-drawn polygon can look like this:

While the accompanying marking instructions could prove confusing without visual context:


